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Tlu!probkm we discus in this articleis if. and to whatextent, it is possibleto useC.G.
Jung'sautobiograpll, "Memories, Dreams, Reflections" as a meansto understanding and
describing his psychological development. As an instrum#!fII ofour aruJlysis, we have used
GordonW. Allport'slableof 13 different reasons for an authorto writean autobiography.
Bycl4rifying C. G.Jung's reasons webelieve that it is possibletoevaltwtetJJ.autobiography
as a sourceofin/omaolion.
Ourmmnconclusions are:First, thechapter concerning C.G. Jung's relationtoSigmund
Freudis ckarly biased and apologetic. C. G. Jung gives his view ofthe conflict, but if the
chapter is treated as C. G. Jung's subjective description we gain valuable information.
Secondly, C. G. Jung triesto give a description ofthe psychological experiences in his life
r.1to than of uterJIDl events. Compared to other similar document, this makes the
autobi08raphy lessvaluable to the historian, but more valuable to the psychologist. C. G.
Jung's subjective experiences are intimately connected to his theories. In one sensewe can
sllJ that the experiences are the empirical form ofthe theories. However, we leave shown
tMt the experiences havetJeen infllU!nced by the thoriesin sucha waythat the experiences
havebeenstructured .. a theoretical form. The substance ofthe experiences seemsto have
bun influenced toa /u", degree. When usingtheseexperiences assourcematerialwehove
to taU tlu! retroactive iIf/lwn.ce of c. G. Lung's theories uuo.accouni. Thirdly, we have
pointed 0fIl that even if Jaff.' held the pen when major parts of the autobiography were
written, this has ~ -.ry lillll! effect on the conseras of the autobiography. Our general
~onclusion is that if these.tocks aretakenintoaccount, theautobiography is veryuseful
ill a psychological analysis ofC. G. Ju,.,~s psychohistory.

INTRODUCTION
Is the autobiography of C.G. Junga reliable

•

... Vllid source of information? What does it
tell us about the man himself? This is a very
inttzesting question. If wedo notbelieve lhatthe
IUtobiography is based on truth, it cannot throw
~uch lighton thepsychological development of
C.G.JUDI and his experiential life. It is obvious
thatanauIObiography cannot provide "thewhole
wah and nothing but the truth." It is neverpossible to gain access to the whole truth, even
concerning ourownlives. Thisis a problem that
we havetackled inevery psychological analysis.
We neverhaveaccess to more thana small part
of the ps)'ChololicallCllit, and that part is dis-

torted in many ways. Even if thoughts and fee~
ings have been described most intimately in a
personal diary, which was not meantto be read
by anyone exceptthe writer himself, we have to
takethese distortions intoaccount. Of course the
issuebecomes evenmore complicated whenthe
material is intended for publication, as in this
case.
It is possible to analyze these distortions in
many'different ways. Onefruitful wayis to focus
on thedifferent defense mechanisms of the person. In this case the discussion would coecem
how and to what extent these mechanisms inA
fluenced the person's presentation of his life in
theautobiography.
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Anotherapproach in discussing ihe valuevi
an autobiography as a sourceof infonnationon
the psychohistory of a personis to usea historiccritical method. In such a discussion the
trustworthiness and interrelation of different
sources and the period of time between the occasionand thedescription becomeof focalinterest. In this paper we have chosen another
approach.
, We are going to concentrate on the motives
for writing an autobiography.
WHY DID e. G. JUNG
WRITE HIS AUTOBIOGRAPHY?
The answer to ihisquestion gives' us valuable
infonnationon how, to whatextent, we can use
'Memories,Dreams, Reflections'as a sourceof
information on e.G. Jung's psychohistory. in
the following articlewe are goingto usepartsof '
GordonW. Allport's discussion of the problem
"Why arePersonalDocuments Written?"las an
instrument of analysis of our material. We have
chosenthisratherunusual anglesincethemotive
for writing an autobiography functions as a '
determination of the content The motive determines the selectionof the material. If there had
been another motive the content would have
been quite different. However; it is not only the
selection but also the systematization of the
material and the presentation which are influenced by themotive. ThIlS, themotiveis a key
to understanding theautobiography andfurthermore.a necessary instrument in the analysis of
, theautobiography's qualityas a sourceof information. An author normally has morethan motive for writing an autobiography,' and the
motives vary in different stages of the writing
process.This shouldalso be taken into account
duringthediscussion. Dueto thesignificance of
the motive we have decided to use Allport's
table of 13 reasonsfora person to write a personaldocument, or, morenarrowly, anautobiography. Under each sub-heading, we present
Allport's view .fU'Sl, after which we discuss if,
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and to whatextent,this motivecan be applied to
e.G. Jung, and what impact it has on our use of
the autobiography as a sourceof information on
e.G. Jung's life.
.1. Special Pleading

The main reason why a person writes his
autobiography is to justify himself and his actions.2 According to Allport,the author wants to
show that he is withoutblame, and a subject of
wrongdoing, not' an agent. I~ such
autobiographies are verydeceptiveand, according 1.0 Allport, theycannotbe takenat face value.
However, they are not useless to the
psychologist, whogainsvaluablematerialon the
.study of self-deception and is given interesting
information· about the mechanisms which are
al .•ays at work.
Let usnowdiscuss towhatextenrCxr.Jung's
autobiography falls under the heading self·
hagiography. From the start we must point out
, thate.G. Jung's autobiography is very different
fromotherbiographies..His maininterestsis not
to describe his 'social life' or other external
facts. Insteadhe wants to tell us about his inner
experiences. In this sense his writings resemble
James Joyce's description' of 'the stream of
consciousness' of the literary figure. However,
e.G. Junghasmadea verythorough selectionof
his material. He does not tell us whatever he
remembers of his stream of consciousness. In. stead the selecting principle is: "In the end the
only events in my life worth telling are those
when the imperishable world irrupted into this,
transitory one. That is why I speak chiefly of
innerexperiences, amongst whichI include my
dreams and visions. These form the prima
materia of my scientific work. They were the
fiery magmaout of which the stone that had to
beworkedwascrystallized.,,3 Ourinterpretation
of thisis thatthe selecting principleis whate.G..
Jungcall the archetypes and the archetypal
, reality. That is, e.G. Jung only tells us about
experiences where he sense an influence from
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the archetypes and the archetypal reality. These
are the only experiences of real importance to
e.G. lung, the only experiences worth remembering. These experiences are mainly dreams
and visions. Ofcoursehe hastoput theexperiences into context, but the context is subordinate
to the experiences.
As a consequence of this principle of selectionthereis veryliuleroom in hisautobiography
for self-hagiography or sell-justification. The
main bodyof the textdoes notconcernhis social
life or his relationsto other people. Due to this,
glorification of theself or justification of earlier
actions is not possible.
Thereare a fewexceptionsto thisrule. These
exceptionsare found in the chapter concerning
the relation to Sigmond Freud. In this chapter,
e.G. lung's autobiography becomes an
apologetic work where he defends his own actions and discredits Sigmund Freud's. A few
examplesare sufficient.
e.G. lung presents himself as a guiltless
defender of the scientific research attitude. He
tells us that in the beginning of their acquaintancehedefendedSigmund Freudagainstunjus
tified criticism. Sigmund Freud, on the other
hand, showed himself to be more and more
unscientific as e.G. lung got toknowhimbetter.
e.G. Jungtells us for instance about his first
meeting with Sigmund Freud in Vienna:
"I can still recall vividly how Freud said
to me, 'My dear Jung, promise me never to
abandon the sexual theory. That is the most
essential thing ofall. You see, we must make
~ dogma of it, an unshakable bulwark. 'He
said that to me with great emotion, in the
tone ofafather saying. 'And promise me this
one thing, my dear son: that you will go to
church every Sunday' In some astonishment
I asked him, 'A bulwark-against what?' To
which he replied, 'Against the black time of
mud'--QIl(J here he hesitatedfor moment,
then added-'of occultism:' ..4
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It is obvious that e.G. Jung's ;?urpor'" wlth
this story was to show that Sigmund Freud was
unscientific and had a religiousbelief in his own
theories. It is of course impossible for us to
verify what was actually said at this meeting.
The words e.G. Jung puts into SigmundFreud's
mouth may be more or less correct. We should
howevernote that he decidedto describea situationwhichhe believedshowedFreud's unscientific attitude rather than describe an episode
which illustrated his ability.
We will take a similar example. When Sigmund Freud and e.G. Jung went on a lecturing
tour to America in 1909 they analyzed each
other's dreams. e.G. Jung tells us that he had a
few important dreams which Sigmund Freud
was unableto analyze.Here wehave an implicit
criticismof SigmundFreud's dream interpretations.Of more interest, though, is the following
description of. an attempt by C.G. Jung to
analyzeone of SigmundFreud's dreams:
"Freud had a dream-! would not think
it right to air the problem it involved. I
interpreted it as best (could, but added that
a great deal more could be said about it if
he would supply me with some additional
details from his private life. Freud's
response to these words was a curious
look-a look of the utmost suspicion. Then
he said. 'But I cannot risk my authority!' At
that moment he lost it altogether. That sentence burned itself into my memory; and in
it the end of our relationship was already
foreshadowed. Freud was placing personal
authority above truth." S

We see here the sameapologeticstructureas
before. In e.G. Jung's viewSigmundFreud was
unscientific, rigid and authoritarian. e.G. Jung
was blameless, scientific and open-minded.
Our conclusion is that this chapter in the
autobiography of e.G. Jung is to a great extent
self-justification and self-bagiography in
Allport's sense of ilia words. This part of the
autobiography is therefore less useful and less

lication of his autobiography until after his
llUStWorthy. It is C.G.Jung's subjective view of
his relation to Sigmund Freud. The final break . death. The main reason wasthat hewanted to be
with Sigmund Freud was probably the main
traumatic experience in C.G. Jung's life. If we
apply Leon Festinger's theory of cognitive dissonance, we can say thatC.G.Jungreduces the
,dissonance
the conflict with Sigmund
Freudbydescribing Sigmund Freudin too negative terms while emphasizing his own excellence.6
.
It is important to note that thischapter is very
. much an exception in C.G. Jung's autobiogqphy. The main part of it does not have this
IPOi0getic undertone. The autobiography is not
a defense of the different actions he had taken
during his life.
It has been said7 that in his old age, Jung
identified with the archetype of the wise old
man.8 According to this view his.autobiography
should have been written with the intention of
convincing his pupilsof this and the mystifica~n and speculation intheautobiography should
be seen in this perspective. In this sense the
autobiography is a self-hagiography.
I believethatit is possible thatJunghad this
kind of self-concept in his old age, but there is
little evidence, if any, to corroborate such an
opinion. The evidence has to be much. stronger
beforewe can drawsucha conclusion.
I believe thatthereare twootherreasons why
die autobiography is to a limited extent, written
u a self-hagiography. First,C.G.Jung wrote to
a friend in 1957 on the subject of writing
lUtObiogr;aphies: "I have been unable to conceive of my doing anything of the sort...9 The
reason wby bedid not wantto writeanautobiography is that he believed that they very often
contain lies and self-deceptions. He believed
that it is impossible to describe oneself. As we
see,C.G.Jungstrongly disliked autobiographies
which are untrue. It is probable that he himself
would have tried to meet his own demands on
autobiographies and teU the truth as exactly as
possible. Secondly, e.G. Jung f(Ybade any pub-
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in peace wHile writing. We can say that he
wanted to be ableto tell hismost_ret thouPts
without having to censor them before publication.
2. Exhibitionism,
According to Allport, exbibiti8nism is the
driving force in many autobiographies. The
author wants to show himself to the world and
most probably be admired. Narcissistic DClCdI'
are met through thisadmiration. As an example
Allport givesRousseau'sself-glorifying confessions.
Autobiograhies can of course 'be written
without any exhibiuonisucneed, but I believe '
thatthisis veryunusual, Almostlliy ~eed canbe
met without publishing an autobiography. The
main reason for publishing an autobiography is
probably exhibitionistic. It is of coursepossible
to imagine other reasons, but they seem lea
probable.
C.G. Jung's autobiography seems to a vt:ly
smalldegree to be a resultof exhibitionism. 1111
reason for this statement is the circumstances
under which the autobiography was written. It
wasmainly a resultof the initiative of his close
friends. C.G.Jung was very Skeptical about the
the projectand refused to take any part in it in
the beginning. This attitude. changed gradually
andhe decided tocontribute to the project: "Although he was rather reticent at the beginning,
he soon warmed to the work..',l1 Finally, he
became enthusiastic and in spite of his old age
wrote several chapters himself. This does notof
course rule out exhibitionistic tendencies were
not strongenough to makeC.G. Jungwrite his
autobiography without the initiative of his
friends. Another reason why e.G. Jung 's
autobiography is nota resultof exhibitionism is,
I believe, that he did not wantit to be published
until after his death. If the aulObiography met
any exhibitionistic needs these were ClOt of •
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cireet kind. That is, e.G. Jung could obviously
cot expectthe directattentionand admiration of
r.Je readers,but therecan be a more subtle form
cf exhibitionism. The mere thought that it is
Eoing tobe readbyotherpeoplecan satisfythese
reeds, In thiscase wecan say that exhibitionism
1::; morea need to showoneselfto the worldthan
L> be seen by the world and attract attention. I
celieve that this, to some degree, can apply to
e.G. Jung, but we have very little evidence that
Lle writing of his autobiography brought such
Sltisfaction. Due to this, it is impossible to say
D what extent exhibitionism playeda role.

s. Literary Delighl
An importantmotive for the author to write
an autobiography is to produce a satisfying
S
Lterary work,accordingto Allport.
The author hasaestheticambitions and artist.c goals. These goals can be superior to the
llltobiographical goals', which could make the
llltobiography le.s reliable. Facts of great value
(auld be changedor excluded in order to meet
the artistic goals.The author has written mainly
L1 satisfy the reader, not himself.
We should remember that e.G. Jung's
aatobicgraphy was only partly written by himL~lf. The major parts were actually written by
tlllieia Jaffe'. It seems, though,as if theseparts
follow e.G. Jung's instructions and supervision
\,'My thoroughly. Hehadof coursereadthemand
madecorrections. In this sense it does not seem
m if e.G. Jung himself had any literary ambicons. Hetoldthestoryof hisinnerlifein theway
t~ wanted to. On the other hand, as an editor,
Aniela Jaffe' has had clear ambitions that the
cocumem should be a readable one. She systzmatized and organized the material, and also
partly decided through her questions which
rraterialshouldbeincluded. It seemsas if Aniela
Jaffe' and e.G. Jung had quite different ambitians; "I often asked Jung for specific data on
oatward happenings, but I asked in vain. Only
fr.e spiritual essence of his life's experience

remainedin his memory,and th~alone Seemed
to him worth the effort of teUing,',13 The result
of these different ambitions seems to be that
e.G. Jung'sown ambitionsto tell thestoryof his
innerexperiences. These factsare very fortunate
as they makeit possiblefor us to study the inner
life of e.G. Jung in depth.

4. Securing Personal Perspective
According to Allport, when major changes
occur in life it is likely that a person wants to
look back and examine the processes that led to
these changes.14 The changes are the prime
motivation for this retrospection. He does not
wantto losecontactwithhisearlierlife. According to Allportthiskind of autobiographyas often
written at an advancedage. A majorpartconsists
of an analysis of the person's life and actions.
Theseautobiographies. tend to have as objective
a characteras possible.
I believe that this is one major motive for
e.G. Jungto write his autobiography. There are
certain experiences that havemeant very much
to himthroughout his life.and he doesnot want
them todisappear when hedies. These experiences, which in e.G. Jung's terminology have an
archetypal character,meanta lot to him when he
developed his theories. I do not think it is an
overstatement to say that these experiences are
the 'empirical' form of e.G. Jung's theories.
Through these experiences e.G. Jung analyzes
his own psychological life.
5. Relieffrom Tension
Through the presentation of personal faults
and guilt feelings, reliefmay be obtained.IS According to Allport this catharsis can be a significantmotivein autobiographical writingas in
S1. Augustine's Confessions. 16 The production
of the personal documentis a safetyvalve which
'Prevents theauthorfrom self-destructiveactions
as a resultof his feelingof guilt. A disadvantage
with this kind of documentis its one-sidedness.
Positiveactionsandthe socialsideof the selfare
often left aside or omitted.
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At the beginning of the autobiographical
project C.G.Jung doeS not seem to havea need
forthis kindofrelieffrom psychological tension,
but this changes during the project, When he
speaks of his early life important memories are
actualized, memories which areassociated with
strong feelings, In C.G. Jung's early life there
ate unsolved conflicts, experiences and
problems. Aniela Jaffe'· tellsus: "Aftera period
of innerturbulence, long-submerged images out
of his childhood rose to' the surface of his .
mind.,,17
As a consequence of the feeling of anxiety
C.G.Jungdecides to write these chapters about
his childhood himself. Through his writing his
feelings become conttollable. 18 In this respect
the Writing becomes partofa therapeutic process
and a relief from tension. The other parts of'the
autobiography do nothave thisquality.

6. Redemption andSocial Re-incorporation
In a Christian context Allport Slates that the
writing of a personal document could ~ a form
of confession and a pre-condition to absolution. 19 One confesses one's sins and receives
God's forgiveness. The autobiography can also
serve similar goals in a secular context, The
confession can be thefmt stepon the wayback
to secialacceptance for thecriminal or spy.
'ibis was clearly an unimportant motive for.
C.G. Jung when he wrote his autobiography.
.Theremay 00 some traces of this,though, when
be writes aboutdreams of clearly sexual character from hisearly childhood. e.G. Jungsaysfor
instance: "As a matter of fact, I did not say
anything about the phallus dream until I was
si~ty-five. I may have spoken about the other
experiences to mywife, but only in later years~
A strict taboo hung over all these matters, inherited from mychildhood. I could never have
I,alked about them with friends.,,20 When C.G.
Jung now finally publishes these forbidden
thoughts anddreams it seems to have a redemptiveeffecton him. This kind of writing to gain
6

redemption is an exception to the rule in the
autobiography.

7. Scientific Interest
Theexample Allport givesconcerning scientific interest as a motive for writing
autobiographies is of students who bring their
autobiographies to psychologists or scientific
researchers.21 They believe that their own experiences andlives areunique or special in some
senseandthatscientific theories do notsuittheir
lives. In his position as an academic teaeher
Allport has naturally met many people in this
situation andbeen given many autobiographies.
Therathernegative description Allport givesof
these persons doesnotapplyinourcaseat all. In .
spiteofthis C. G.Jung definite~y hada scientific
interest in writing hisautobiography. It is notan
overstatement to saythatthisis the main reason
why he-wrote it We have to expand Allport's
description of 'scientific interests' to suit our
case.
C.G. Jungdid not want to call hisautobiographya scientific work, because it is not Thatis
why he forbade the publication of it in his collected works.22 This does not exclude the fact
•thathehada scientific interest in thepublication.
If the collected works contain the objective,
scientific version of C. G. Jung's theories,
'Memories, Dreams, Reflections' could be said
tocontain thesubjective, experiential version of
thesetheories. He does not use scientific lan- .
guage in this description. He describes the experiences as directly aspossible. In theprologue
C.G. Jung describes his autobiography in the
follo~ing way: "My life is a story of the selfrealizationof theunconscious. Everything inthe
unconscious seeks outward manifestation, and
the personality too desires to evolve out of its
unconscious conditions and to experience itself
as·a whole. I cannot employ -the language of
science totrace thisprocess of growth in myself,
for I cannot experience myself as a scientific
problem,',23
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Wenowhaveto focus on whatI believetobe
the main problem with using e.G. Jung's
autobiography as a source of information on
e.G. Jung's life and as the starting-point for an
analysis of his psychology and psychologi~a1
development. This problem arisesas a resultof
the scientific interest e.G. Jung has in writing
his autobiography. The problem is that C.G.
lung himself has mode apsychological analysis

of his psycl!ic life. To wha: extent has this
analysis influenced later descriptions ofhislife?
There is definitely aninfluence. I believethat it
is often possible to see that e.G. Jung has
restructured the descriptions of his experiences
in analogy with what we would expect his
theoretical interpretation of theseexperiences to
have been. Mostprobably thisrestructuring has'
taken place on an unconscious level, OUf
analysis thenrisks beinga reconstruction of e.G.
Jung'sown description concerning the most interesting parts, hisexperiential life.Thisdescriptionisgivenlateinlife and onlymany yearsafter
the experiences.
On the other hand there are arguments in
favour of e.G. Jung's descriptions of his experiences beingof goodquality, Firs~, C.G.J ung
explicitly wants to describe his experiences as
correctly as possible. He does not want them to
be contaminated bya theory. If thisdescriptions
are influenced by his theories it is against his
ambitions and mostprobably unknown to himself.Secondly,hisexperiences were verystrong
and hehadvividanddetailed memories of them.
Generally speaking itislesslikelythatmemories
oJ? experiences which have made' a strong impression shouldhavechange.
In spiteof this we haveto take intoaccounta
oonsidern'l1{le distortion and contamination by
theories. We can give one example of such a
change. C.G. lung tells us about an experience
~e had! whelll he visaed Ravenna in 1932. During
ufuns visit he h~c1 a strong experience which he
Olescribes very vividly in hisautobiography .24 In
nhe Baptistery of the Orthodox he saw four

mosaic frescoes which madea deep impression
on him. In his ~tobiography, written almost
thirty yearslater,he describesthese mosaics:
"The mosaic on the south side representedthe baptismin theJordan; the second
picture, on the north, was 0/ the passage 0/
the Children o/Israel through the Red Sea;
the third, on the east, soon faded from my
memory.It mighthaveshown Naamanbeing
cleansed of leprosy in the Jordan;I... I The
fourth mosaic, on the west side of the baptistery, was the most impressive 0/ ali. We
look£dat this one last. It represented Christ
holding out his hand to Peter, whO was
sinking beneath the w~ves."2.S

Fortunately we have anoiherdescripnon of
thisexperience:
":., the Peter symbol, Peter walking on
the waterand bein8 rescued by Christ, combined with, the other (Moses bringing water
form the rock; Jonah andthe whale; the
miraculousdraft o/fuhes)."U,

This description has been written down by Eso
ther Harding after a discussion with e.G. Jung
in June, 1948. The motives of the mosaics are
quitedifferentin thisdescription.
How should we evaluate these two descriptionsof thesameoccasion? Generally speaking,
the earlierdescription is probablymorereliable
than the later one. Why has the memory of the
experience changed? Has ia been intluenced in
somewayby laterexperiences. We areunusualIy luckyin beingable U> tell with a great deal of
certainty what actually happened. In the
autobiography e.G. Jung tens us about his fascination for the old empress Galla l?lacidia and
the s~ of her life.She surviveda verysoormy
journey by boat to Ravenna fin the 5th century.
In connection with mRs e.G. lung tells us ilia!
she had a church rO!W~ fin ~venM in gratitudf;
forIter rescue, In C:ID'ln!l'C!hl elItere were mosaics.
of nlit~ dangers Zl& sea MOl ~:r S£llv~~.OJi) fuom
danger through Goo'§ grace, 'llu~:; cfrt;J!i'C!b vn»
laser desttoy~ .

ilie

I believe that C. G. lung's memory of his
original experience has been influenced by his
readings about Galla Placidia's mosaics. His
memory has become moreadjusted to whatone
would expect the mosaics to look like. In'
psychological terms wecan say thatC.G.lung's
memory has been retroactively influenced
through his readings, In theautobiography C.G.
1unghintsthathe believes hisexperience can be
somekindof parapsychological visualization of
the destroyed mosaics.
We shouldnote that both descriptions of the
experience use images from the Bible and that
themosaics inbothcases areconnected to water.
The kernelexperience of Petertrying to walk on
the water does'not change on the two different
occasions. Evenif thereare significant differences between thetwodescriptions thereisa commonkernel. Our conclusion has to be that there
ismuch uncertainty abouthow closethedescriptions in the autobiography are to C.G. lung's
actual experiences. Theremaybe many differences in the details, and the descriptions may be
influenced byhistheories, butI thinkthatinspite
of this the kernel of the descriptions is close to
whatheactually experienced. Wehave given ari
exampleof howuncertain C. G. lung's descriptionsof his experiences can be. In consequence
we haveto be verycareful with ourconclusions
and as far as possible check with external sour.. ces to see if there is an internal consistency in
C.G.Jung's description. Ifwe dosoIbelieve that
, our conclusions willreach the level of certainty
;:' that is usual when using personal documents.
" This levelof validity is our explicit ambition.
. '8. Desire/orImmortality
To write an autobiography is to a limited
extent to survive death. If one cannot avoid
death,onecanat leastavoidbeingtotally forgotten. 27 Allport believes that this motive is unusual.
. I cannotagree withAllport that. thisshould be .
'~~common ~otive to writea personal docu-

..

'

ment or, more narrowly, all autobiography. I
disappearing
thinkthat theanxiety
of dying ~d
.
..•11 .
is a common motive. for many ~ple who write
theirautobiographies in old age.
. C. G. lung had had manyexperiences which
wereimmensely valuable to him. I think that he 0
was afraid that they would disappear totally
when he died. To collect them in the autobiography wasone wayto preventthis from happening.. I believe that this was one of the main
reasons whyC.G.Jungwrotehisautobiography.

9. Motives 0/Small or.No Importance .
Allport givesa fewothermotives for writing
an autobiography besides those we have discussed up to now. These were of' small or no'
importance to Jung. Due to this wecommenton
them briefly.
"Desire for Order,,,28 that is, a systematization of memories. This was not an important
motive to C.G.Jung. If this motive existed,it is
related to his theories. He wanted to record the
experiences which were of importance in the
creation of thetheories. Inthissensewecan trace
a desirefor order.
"Monetary Gain.,,29 In his old age lung was
weU off and had no reason at all to write for
money. Besides this the autobiography was not
to be published until after his death and would
accordingly not give himany financial benefit.
"Assignment, Assisting in Theiclpy.,,30 Here
Allport refers to' the case when a teacher or
psychotherapist givesa person thetask of writing his'autobiography. This clearly is not the
case withC.G.lung.
"PublicServiceMd Example."31 Sometimes
the author w~ to achievea change in society
.through his autobiography. lung did not have
this motive.
A.CONCLUDING DISCUSSION OF THE
VALUEOF C.G. JUNG'S
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
We are nowgoingto summarize our discussionof C. G. lung's autobiography and its use-
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fuIness in an analysisof the psychohistory of C.
G. Jungand his psychological development. It is
of vital interest to note that the autobiography
mainly contains subjectiveexperiencesand not
facts about C.G. Jung's life history. Generally
speakingthis makestheautobiography extremely valuable. If combined with different
biographiesconcerningC.G. Jung, an accurate
piclUre of his life and psychological development is obtained.
This makes the autobiography unique.However, the value is reduced by certain obstacles,
which have to be taken into account during the
analysis.
The first, and main problem is that the
autobiography is contaminated by C. G. Jung's
theories. C. G. Jung tried to describe his experiences as truly as possible.He did not wantto
presenta self-analysis ofhis psychiclife.Inspite
of this it is clear that the presentation was influenced by his lheories. I believe that lhis influence only affected the substance of the
experiencestoa smallextent,the maininfluence
being on the structure of the presentation. This
SUUCIUre often points wa conclusion in termsof
C. G. Jung's theories. The problem can be
avoided. to a large extent, if we concentrateon
the substanceof the experiencesrather than on
the SUUCIUre.
Another obstacle discussed above is C.G.
Jung's description of his relation to Sigmund
Freud.. This description is very one-sided and
evenapolpgetic.C. G.Jung mainlydescribesthe

relationship from his own viewpoint. He was
blameless. Sigmund Freud was to blame. Even
if lhe descriptions of different situatior:s were
correct, lhe selections of lhe experiences have
been tendentious. 'This problem can be avoided
by taking independent descriptions of the
relationshipinto account as far as possible.
A lhird and final obstacle is that C. G. Jung
has only writtena few parts of theautobiography
himself. AnielaJaffe' has writtenand edited the
major parts. This could make the description
less directand give rise to questions as to whose
the descriptions are in the autobiography,C. G.
Jung's or Aniela Jaffe's? A more thorough
analysishas shown us that C. G. Jung has had a
very dominant role in the creation of the
autobiography and that when C. G. Jung and
Aniela Jaffe' have had different views and ambitions,AnielaJaffe' has had to subordinatehers
to C. G. lung's. In our view then this a far lesser
obstacle then it initiallyseems to be.
We have also discussed a few minor
problems,but none of these is of crucial value.
In spite of these obstacles I believe that C. G.
Jung's autobiography is of great importance.
The problems wilh C. G. Jung's autobiography
seem to be even smaller than the problems with
otherautobiographies. Thegeneralconclusion is
that 'Memories, Dreams, Reflections' is a very
useful source material for the analysis of the
psychology of C. G. ltmg and of his life, if these
obstaclesare taken into account.
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